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"Our history stretches far back into the silent past. When the great Creator
came on earth and walked and talked with our people."
DAISY SEWID-SMITH was born in Alert Bay, B.C. on 28 November 1938. She is one of
nine surviving children of the late Chief James Sewid. She was raised at Village Island
until the age of six. Then Chief James Sewid moved to Alert Bay seeking better education for his children. Daisy attended the Alert Bay Indian Day School and then attended
the first provincial integrated school in the area. When Daisy graduated she attended a
Vancouver College secretarial course. On its completion she worked for the Indian
Affairs Branch in Alert Bay for a number of years. Daisy was married to Lome Smith
of T u m o u r Island. She has two children, Gloria and Todd, and two grandchildren,
Shonna and Jamie.
Daisy has written several articles for magazines, and in 1979 wrote the book "Prosecution or Persecution" for the Cape Mudge Museum. This book deals with the potlatch
and the confiscation and return of the artifacts to the K^agut
people by The Department of Indian Affairs. Daisy is presently working on her grandmother's life story
with Martine Reid and developing the Liq^CuVa/K^aliJ^alCL
grammar books for
School District #72 in Campbell River. She has been employed by School District #72
for eleven years.
Over the years Daisy has lectured at many schools, colleges, and universities, both in
the United States and Canada. She hopes to write more books in the future.
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We have been fighting for our land since the time of contact. Native
Indian nations all.over Canada have protested against the systematic
methods used to take away our land, natural resources and even our freedom to move about in our country. The wishes and even the existence of the
native nations have been totally ignored. Promises are made and constantly
broken. Our history after contact is full of abuses and sorrows. It is no
wonder that the history books are silent about our past. If by accident we
are mentioned, it is to say we are a primitive people, with no past, no
contribution, no land and above all no rights in our own country. Until
quite recently, every history book written stated that North American history began with the discovery of America by Christopher Columbus and
British Columbian history began with Sir Francis Drake in 1577 and
Captain James Cook in 1778.
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Many of my relatives came in contact with Captain George Vancouver
in 1792 at what is now known as the Nimpkish River. At the time of contact our population was large in number. The tribes were scattered around
Vancouver Island, the inland waters, and the mainland. Prior to this
meeting we already had a long history in what is now known as British
Columbia.
In Time

Immemorial

Our history stretches far back into the silent past. When the great
Creator came on earth and walked and talked with our people.
One day the great Creator told those he favoured that a great deluge
was coming upon the earth. He instructed each family on how to prepare
for the coming flood waters. To one family the instructions were to cover
each canoe with cedar bark and cover every hole with pitch. To another
family the instructions were to remain in the house and also to cover every
hole with pitch. T o my ancestor ceqemë his instructions were to hollow
out a great cedar tree and he too was to cover every hole with pitch. After
he had carried out these instructions he was then to bring his wife, his
daughter, and his four sons into the hollowed out cedar tree for safety. The
great deluge came just as the great Creator predicted, and all but those
whom he favoured perished.
After the Flood
When the flood waters subsided, the survivors left their place of safety.
This place became known as the "place of descent.55 Every place of descent
became sacred ground to the people that are now known as the K^agu*
Nation. The place of descent of my ancestor ceqemê is a place called
Mitap near Gilford Island. It is located at the bottom of Mount Reid. This
was the place of descent of the ancestors of my people, the Q**iq w asu£inux: w

tribe.
When the survivors left their place of descent, they immediately started
seeking other survivors. When families found one another, marriages were
arranged between sons and daughters. T o this day the dramatization of
these first marriages plays an important part in our own tribal marriage
ceremonies. After these unions the families went back to their place of
descent and built a house. Soon after this a supernatural bird appeared to
them. The supernatural bird was either a qulus, d ^ n a , or a Thunderbird. This supernatural bird stepped out of his bird form and came and
lived with my people. My ancestor's daughter married ?ud x ista, the qulus.
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During the ceremony, when it was time for the groom to claim his wife, the
qulus used an enormous spoon to bring his wife to his side. He held on to
the handle while the bride sat inside the spoon. This became an important
part of a Q w iq w asu£inu5< w marriage ceremony. To this day a dividing line
can be seen on Mount Reid. This dividing line was made when the great
qulUS slid down the mountain to make contact with c e q e m ê and his
family. Our people call this dividing line icaxedex*' meaning "having
parted hair."
Authority was vested in the father, the elder and patriarch of the family.
He became known as the ? u g w e m ë or Xctx^emê, meaning he was the
head of the family. "The responsibility of the position was to see that the
family had enough to eat and that they did not want for anything." Later
this responsibility was to include protection against an enemy attack. To
fulfil this task, the sons and sons-in-law hunted, fished, and worked for the
Patriarch. The provisions were stored in storage boxes in the house in
preparation for the winter months. Later when the population increased
the whole clan worked for their ^UÇj^amë or XdX^eme, 1 which now
meant "head chief."
As the population increased the Patriarch gave land to all his sons, except
for the eldest. These sons became the ?ug " e m ë or X a x w 9 m ë of their own
families and eventually evolved into a clan of their own.2 The eldest son
remained with the Patriarch because he was to inherit his position, land,
and privileges.3 The eldest was also to be the head ?ug w 9 m ë or X a x ^ e m ë
of what was now a tribe with a large population. In later years the name
of the position was changed to Giçjamë, meaning "greater than," and it
was later translated by the Europeans to mean "Chief" because they saw
a similarity between our society and that of the Scottish Highlanders. 4
1

"This was also asked by you about the early Indians. Indeed, they work for the head
Chiefs of the Numaym ." Franz Boas, "Ethnology of the Kwakiutl," Based on Data
Collected by George Hunt, in Thirty-Fifth Annual Report, Bureau of American
Ethnology, 1913-1914, (Washington: Government Printing Office, 1921), 133.
"of all the different kinds of food, a little is given to the Chief by those who belong

to his numaym ." Ibid., 137.
2

3

4

"And then Lalaxsendayo said that Nenologeme and his children should now form
another tribe. And the name of that tribe was Elgunwe beginning that day." Ibid.,
96.
"for it was instituted in olden times that the head Chiefs had to keep their names,
and that they could give them to no other than the eldest among their children.
Ibid., 83.
"The social structure of the Indians was highly interesting, that of the Kwakiutl
being in some respects more complex than that of the Salish. There was a definite
hierarchy of society, similar in some ways to that prevailing some centuries ago in
the Scottish highlands." Derek Pethick, The Fort (Vancouver: Mitchell Press,
1968), 6.
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In some tribes the names given the clans were the names of the sons of
the first Patriarch. The original clans of the Q w iq w OSUÙnuJ w tribe were
the names of c e q a m ë s sons. These clans shared the same privileges because
their origin was the same. This is also true about the W i w e q ë and
Wiweqem clans of the Lig w iWaX w tribe. The names of these two clans
were the names of the two sons of the Lig w i4daX: w Patriarch, W e q ë .
These true clans would be referred to as "nemimcT, meaning "coming
from the same origin."
A few of the early Patriarchs formed only one clan after the flood. These
clans formed a confederation of clans. They lived in the same territory,
but they lived in separate villages. These clans usually took the name of
their Patriarch or a name that described who they were. They did not own
the same land and resources.5 The land and resources of these clans were
the territory around their "place of descent" after the flood. These clans
did not have the same privileges because they did not have the same place
of descent. They were not n e m e y e m or kinsmen.
Before European

Contact

As the population increased in British Columbia, tribal wars broke out.
It was during this period that the clans decided to form a more powerful
front by forming an alliance with other clans. True clans moved back into
the head clan's village. Large tribes were formed consisting of ( i ) clans,
( 2 ) clans and alliances, and ( 3 ) a confederation of clans. Clan ownership
of land, resources, and privileges remained the same. Not all clans joined
other clans at this time. A few still lived in separate villages but were living
close together for protection and for potlatching. 6
The tribes and clans of the Indian nations of British Columbia were fully
developed during this period. They had a large population and they had
developed a social system so impressive that apparently a group of Buddhist priests visiting what is now British Columbia in 458 A.D. called it a
5

Hunting Grounds
" T h e hunters of the different numayms can not go hunting on the hunting grounds
of the hunters of another numaym ; for all the hunters own their hunting grounds"
Boas, "Ethnology," 134.
Berry Picking Grounds
"for each numaym owns berry picking grounds for all kinds of berries" Ibid., 135.
Rivers
" T h e numayms of all the tribes also all own rivers" Ibid., 134.

6

" T h a t is how it happened that they came together. Now they invited one another in
the village Qalogwis and Q!abe and Adap! for they were ready in the villages they
had built." Ibid., 138.
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"land well organized." The visit of these Buddhist priests is mentioned by
Dr. Robert E. McKechnie in "Strong Medicine."
The earliest voyage on record is a visit by a group of Buddhist priests who were
reported to have arrived in the year 458 A.D. In 499 A.D.5 the last of these priests
was reported to have returned to Asia. His name was Hoei-shin (sometimes
called Hwai-shan) and his home was Cophene, identified as a town in
Afghanistan. His report is incorporated in the official yearbook of the Chinese
Empire of that year and in it he describes the Kingdom of Fusang (a region
that Captain Cook's charts placed in the vicinity of Vancouver) as a land well
organized and ruled by a "king" assisted by his noblemen. It is also recorded
that Hoei-shin introduced Buddhism to Fusang.7
My grandmother, Daisy Roberts, often told me about stories of strange
visitors landing on the west coast of Vancouver Island. The Nemgis tribe
intermarried with the people of the west coast and we have many relatives
there. She also mentioned a group of strange-looking men that the Nemgis
met at the headwaters of what is now known as the Nimpkish River. They
could not communicate with these men because they could no longer speak.
They appeared to be lost and very hungry but they would not come near
the NemgiS who found them. It appeared that some of them had gone
mad, and they all ran away never to be seen again. 8
The K^ogu* people continued with their way of life, not realizing that
across the sea a Queen that they had never heard of was sending a man by
the name of Sir Francis Drake to our continent in 1577, 119 years after the
Buddhist priests. When he landed he named the area "New Albion." The
place where he landed is thought to be in the vicinity of Long Beach on the
7

Robert E. McKechnie, Strong Medicine

8

" I t seems that about the year 1639 the Japanese government had ordered all junks
to be built with open sterns and large square rudders that made them unfit for ocean
navigation. It was the government's hope in this way to confine the Japanese to their
own islands. In bad weather the unwieldly rudders were soon washed away and the
vessels fell into the trough of the sea and rolled their masts out. T h e Kuro Shiwo
current then swept them at a rate of at least ten miles a day northwards toward the
Aleutian Islands and then south along the coasts of what were to become Alaska,
British Columbia, and the United States. Some junks arrived with a few of their crew
members still alive after a drifting voyage that averaged eight to ten months. The
longest recorded being seventeen months. The junks were all Japanese and their
wrecks, along with miscellaneous flotsam, were often washed up along the western
coast of Canada and were the prime source of copper and iron for the natives." Ibid.,

(Vancouver: J. J. Douglas, 1972), 7.

172.

" T h e story of such an accidental voyage is given in the records of the Hudson's Bay
Company brig Llama, sent in 1834 to rescue three sailors who had been blown across
the Pacific in a junk loaded with crockery of the flower-pot and willow-pattern design and finally wrecked off Cape Flattery. They were taken as slaves by the Indians
and, after rescue by Captain McNeal, repatriated by way of England to the Orient."
Ibid., 8.
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west coast of Vancouver Island. When he landed he claimed the coast for
the Queen of England, and this claim was the origin of England's claim
to our lands, without consultation or consent of our people. This was to be
the beginning of sorrows for the native peoples of British Columbia. 9
Far across the sea in a place called England, a scene was being played
out that was to change the course of history for the North American
peoples. The English were to charter a company that was to be used in the
future to be the prime adversary of our people. They were to be used to
take away our land and our freedom in our own country. Wide-ranging
powers were given to the Hudson's Bay Company by the British in 1670.
They received sole trading rights in a territory that was to be named
Rupert's Land in the Hudson's Bay territories. It was to take a few more
years before the K^agu^ nation actually had an encounter with these
intruders.
The Indian nations along the coast had no idea that a war had broken
out between the British and French in 1756 and that the Algonquin of the
eastern woodlands sided with the French and most of the Iroquis supported
the British forces. They were also oblivious to the fact that the French were
defeated and that when they surrendered they signed the Treaty of Paris
on 10 February 1763 ceding almost all their remaining territories in Canada to the British Crown without consulting the allied Indian nations in
that region.
They were also oblivious to the fact that a Royal Proclamation was being
signed 7 October 1763 at the Court of St. James's by the King of England.
If this Royal Proclamation had been adhered to, land claims would not
be an issue today. The Royal Proclamation ruled that the governments
required that Indian Nations consent before allowing white people to settle
in the Indian territories of Canada.
In part it read :
And, We do further strictly enjoin and require all Persons whatever who have
either wilfully or inadvertently seated themselves upon any Lands within the
Countries above described, or upon any other Lands which, not having been
9

"In conclusion, Bishop remarks that the Government of British Columbia became so
convinced that Drake had reached the latitude of Vancouver Island that the highest
peak on the Island was named after Drake's ship, The Golden Hinde.
The landing that Drake made at the furthermost reach of his voyage is thought to
have been in the vicinity of Long Beach on the West Coast of Vancouver Island. It
was his naming of the territory as New Albion "and his claim of it for his Queen that
was the origin of England's claim to the coast. New Albion was shown as English
territory on many early charts." Ibid., 175.
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ceded to or purchased by us, are still reserved to the said Indians as aforesaid,
forthwith to remove themselves from such Settlements.10
The native nations along the coast did not know it at the time, but this
Royal Proclamation of 1763 was going to play an important part in their
lives. Because of its "Indian protection" clause the Royal Proclamation of
1763 prevented the complete annihilation of the Native Nation of Canada.
Captain James Cook landed at Nootka Sound in 1779. The Nemcjis
were frequent visitors to the west coast of Vancouver Island. There was a
trail from the headwaters of the Nimpkish Lake to the west coast. It was
called the "grease trail," and it was a four-day journey to the village of the
MawicedCL^aq at Gold River. The NemgiS had intermarried with them
for years. The two powerful chiefs of the west coast, Chief Goligemë and
Chief M©k w 9la (later to be pronounced Maquinna), had many relatives
among the K^agu* nation. They had obtained their names as a marriage
dowry from the Nemgis . M e k ^ e l a means "moon" and Galigeme means
"first in rank."
The Nomgis had seen first hand how these strangers treated the people
of the west coast. The cruelties they endured at the hands of the sailors
were to prevent the west coast people from ever wanting to participate in
any celebration commemorating the arrival of the Europeans. 11 So when
Captain George Vancouver landed at the Nimpkish River on 19 July 1792
this was not the first time the Nemgis ever saw the Momcrinë, a name
given to these strangers by the people of the west coast which means "people
who live on the water." They came, took a few furs, and did not stay.
In 1849 th e c l a n S e n ^ a m was giving a potlatch a t Q a l u g w i s , known
today as Tumour Island. The twelve clans had formed a confederation of
clans under three tribal names, the K"agu* , the q u m u y o y i , and the
Walas K w agu4\ The S e n ^ ê had joined the K w agu* tribal group. The
eleven clans were invited to the potlatch as well as the Momoliliqala tribe
who lived at Mimk^emlis, known today as Village Island. It was during
this time that a messenger arrived at the potlatch informing the clans that
white people were building a house at their place of descent in what was to
be later called Beaver Harbour at Fort Rupert, known today as Port
10

Cited in A. Shortt and A. Doughty, eds., Documents Relating to the Constitutional
History of Canada, 1759-1791 (2 parts, King's Printer, Ottawa, 1918), part 1, 167.

11

"The weather was wet and cold and the natives of the area were disturbed at times
to the point of violence by these white settlers from another world." McKechnie,
Strong Medicine, 100.
"when naval manpower was short, it was a case of any able-bodied man would do,
and the prisons and other institutions were drained of debtors, felons and madmen
to be made into sailors." Ibid., 54.
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McNeill. The Chief of the M a ^ e m t a g i l a clan, Chief £ a q w a d x i , spoke
to the assembled clans :
O mamaleleqala ! and you Kwagu* ! how do you feel about the white people
who have come and built a house at Tsaxis?12
Many of the clans did not believe that such a thing was happening because these white strangers would come and pick up a few furs but would
never stay for any length of time. So Chief ^ a q w a d x i made a suggestion
that they should go and see if this was really happening. To their disbelief
the messenger was not wrong.
"Let us go and see them!" Thus he said. Immediately all agreed to what he
said. Then all the Kwagu* and Mamaleleqala and Qlomoyaye, and the
WalUS Kwagu* went to Tsaxis. Now they believed what was reported to
them atQaloqwis. 1 3
The clans did not like what they were seeing. These strangers had moved
in and took their land without consent. It was not just any land, but land
given to them after the flood. The clans all agreed to move to Fort Rupert
to try and protest against these intruders building on their land.
The Kwagu* and the Mamaleleqala went back at once to bring their houses
and all their property, and they came to build houses at Fort Rupert, Now the
Kwagu* really left their village sites at Qologwis, and the Qlomoyaye their
village site at Tslade, and the WalUS K^agul their village site at A d a p l e ,
and they stayed at Fort Rupert.14
They found out very quickly that these strangers were interested in a
black stone they called "d x 9g w 9t". The intruders did not treat them very
well. In fact, they acted like they owned the land and the clans were the
intruders. A year later the situation got much worse, especially when the
English and Scottish miners went on strike against the Hudson's Bay Company. The miners had a contract with the Hudson's Bay Company to mine
coal for them at Fort Rupert, but the miners wanted to go to California to
mine gold for themselves.15
12

Boas, "Ethnology," 97.

« Ibid., 96.
« Ibid., 97.
15

"These English coal-miners had hardly settled in before they contributed another
"first" to British Columbia's history by going on strike. The spectacle of men actually
refusing to do their work after they had accepted employment was a new experience
for the H.B.G. For a few days Captain McNeill, in command of the fort, kept the
ringleaders shackled and imprisoned in one of its bastions but his action did not end
the strike. The men became more militant." G. P. V. and Helen Akrigg, British Columbia Chronicle 1847-1871 (Vancouver: Discovery Press, 1977), 31-32.
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The Mamaliliqela decided that they did not want anything to do with
these intruders that they now referred to as " M a m a P a " . They left their
village site of P a d x a w a , now known as Thomas Point, and moved back
to Mimqemlis or Village Island, but the other clans remained.
but the Mamaleleqala did not stay long, then they went back to memkumlis;
and the Kwagu* and Qlomoyoye and WoldS K^agu* and also theQlomk! Ut ! es kept together, and they built at Fort Rupert,16
The sudden decline of the native population at Fort Rupert puzzled the
agent of the Hudson's Bay Company. The population was very large in
number when the Momoliliqela were with them, for the Mamaliliqela
and K^agu* clans were very large in number in 1849. After the Mamaliliqelaleft and moved back to Village Island, the Hudson's Bay agent estimated the remaining population to be ten thousand. Governor Blanshard
wrote to Earl Grey about the native population on 5 June 1850:
A Mr. McNeill, agent for the Hudson's Bay Company at Beaver Harbour,
who is considered to be better acquainted with the Indian population than any
other person, estimates their number at the very largest at ten thousand and
these he considers to be steadily decreasing, although the sale of spiritous
liquors has been for a considerable time prohibited, and the prohibition appears to be strictly enforced.17
The tribes that stayed — the K w agu*, the q u m u y o y i , and the Walos
K agu* — w e r e very angry with these intruders. Not only were they
building on their land without permission but they were taking resources
out of their territory. The situation became so serious that the mine doctor
and magistrate of Fort Rupert wrote to Chief Factor Douglas submitting
his resignation :
w

I cannot stop here; nothing but trouble day after day; not a moment's peace
or quietness and now to add to our misfortunes, everyone is afraid for his life,
and the fort, and not without reason, for certainly there is not a sufficient
number to defend it against the large tribe of Indians here, who are becoming
very saucy and the men are afraid of them. As far as I could, it has been my
endeavor to check and remedy complaints; these have now grown beyond
remedy and probably abandoning the fort shortly will be the cure. I was sent
here on account of the miners. They have disappeared; so please allow me
to do the same in the "Mary Dare." 18
When the K w dgu* people realized that these intruders were not going
to go away they started trading with them and a better relationship de16
17
18

Boas, "Ethnology," 55.
Pethick, The Fort, 78.
Akrigg & Akrigg, British Columbia Chronicle 1847-1871, 33.
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veloped. Dr. Helmcken was to say in later years that the natives in Fort
Rupert were "in reality, . . . our best friends and wished to be on good terms
with us." 19
Shortly after this the K w agu*, the qumoyoyi, and the Wdlos K w agu*
had a major disagreement that was to change the clan alliances one more
time. Chief M a x w a of the M a ? e m t a g i l a clan was killed by the Chief of
the Kulcweflem clan. They both belonged to thé K"agu* tribe.
When they were at Qolug "is or Tumour Island, the clans formed three
clan confederations: the K^agu*, the Walas K w agu*, and the q u m u y o y i .
After the murder, four clan confederations were formed at Fort Rupert :
t h e K ^ i x a m u t , who were once t h e K ^ a g u * ; the Walas K w agu*; the
K"ixa, who were once the q u m u y o y i ; and theq'"amlcuf e s .
The K ^ i x o m u t were sometimes called G^itela. After several years these
four confederated clans were to become one and were renamed the

"iTagu*".
Many of these clans were to scatter into other clan alliances outside of
Fort Rupert after the murder of Chief M a x " a .
When M a x w a was killed some of the Gexsem went to the Gwetela of the
Kwagu*. Therefore the Gwetela have Gexsem, and they also went to the
Gosgimux.The Gexsemxsona* are Gexsem, and there are also Gexsem of
theNaqemgilisala, and Gexsem of theLloLlasiqwola^ a nd Gexsem of
the Denaxdax, and Gexsem of the Haxwomis,and Gexsem of the Wiwaqe.
This is referred to by the old people of the Kwagu* as 'blown away by the
past Chief M a x w a , when he was killed and also the same happened to the
Numaynof the Gigilgam, and they all come from the Numaym of OmaxtlaloLë.They scattered to all the tribes beginning at the time when M a x w a
was killed, for there was only one Numaym Gigilgam of Walas Kwaxilanokume , the father of Omaxt ! aloLe .20
A few years later a so called "treaty" was signed with the K w agu*
Indians. It is not clear if this "treaty" was signed with the K^agu* only
or with the q u m u y o y i , the Walas K w agu*, and t h e q u m l c u t e s . This
so-called treaty was signed with an "x". James Douglas claimed he purchased Fort Rupert Indian lands and resources for the equivalent of
$3,000 in goods along with other lands in British Columbia. My grandmother, Daisy Roberts, told me that one of the daughters of the Hudson's
Bay factor, Robert Hunt, was sent by the Hudson's Bay Company to go
door to door with blankets, shirts, and other trade items. She told the
people that "Ottawa" was "potlatching." They were asked to put an "x"
19

Loc. cit.

20

Boas, "Ethnology," 804.
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on the paper to signify that they had received their Potlatch gift. For years
K w afi w ala-speaking people thought that Ottawa was a man who ruled
over the white people. My grandmother said the native people were shocked
when they were ordered out of their property by the Hudson's Bay Company. When they refused, a gun boat was ordered to settle the matter. 21
The reason they gave for the attack was that the clans at Fort Rupert had
killed a poor defenceless Haida Chief who just happened to have taken
refuge at the fort. The Haida Chief Geda^on was indeed killed by the
Kwagu4*, but the Hudson's Bay neglected to mention that the Chief was
related to the Hudson's Bay factor's wife and that that was the reason why
he was "visiting" the fort. The clans knew that the navy was called in because they refused to leave what they knew to be their land. They claimed
they never sold any land to the Hudson's Bay Company; nor did they
know what a treaty was, and to their knowledge had never seen one.
The population of the native Indians was dwindling because of the
diseases being brought into the country. The smallpox was the worst, since
it was hinted that this was being used to systematically eliminate the first
peoples of this country.
When the white people came in the spring, they had sealed Hudson's Bay
blankets with them. When they opened them, they handled them with gloves,
from here, the smallpox epidemic started. The white people's intention was
to kill us all, but we were saved by the great Indian doctors.22
On April 20, 1900, at a regular meeting of the Victoria Medical Society,
Doctor Dave was to state :
The first epidemic of smallpox occurred in 1862 when the Indians suffered
principally from its ravages. In those days they died like rats and their bodies
could be seen lying around Ogden Point by the fifties.23
Many of the native people tried to go to Victoria thinking that they
would get help from the white doctors, but they were forced to return to
their villages spreading the dreaded disease up and down the coast.
21

The capital city of Victoria was far from the mainland Indian territories. White
racists there suggested Canada's treaty-making policy was "your new fangled system
of timely precaution, friendly conversation as between men with equal rights and
gentle treatment, and equitable principles [which] may suit the atmosphere of Ottawa,
but it won't do for our Siwashes. . . ." They preferred genocide to making treaties.
"If Indians complain, send a gunboat to them; we have gunboated them for twenty
years." Joanne Drake-Terry, The Same as Yesterday, (Lillooet: Lillooet Tribal
Council, 1989), 107.

22 Ibid., 8 5 .
23

T. E. Rose, M.D., From Shaman to Modern Medicine
1 9 7 2 ) , 129.

(Vancouver: Mitchell Press,

